Run 12 September 2169
65th Birthday Run
Hares: Mortien
Chard-arse
It was in the car park of the Gap Tavern off Waterworks road. The crowd was surprisingly large
for a run so far away. The hares gave a quick brief, follow chalk, flour and paper and they may
be some hills.
Off the pack went, out down the hill and onto Waterworks road, at a brisk pace. The normal
FRB’s were in place, Tinkerbelle, Bugs and even Ring- piece was up front leading the way.
On the way round I overheard Craft explaining to Lufftwaffe, through examples, what a chalk
arrow was

and how it looked when placed properly on the ground. Luffty looked slightly

confused and had no idea what the hashman was on about, if fact he looked upset and his lower
lip dropped and quivered slightly. Anyway not to be deterred the pack ran on and were caught
out with some good CB, and False Trails (FT’s). In one area, we had a three-way, then a twoway and then a CB – good trail marking hares!!!!, in fact reward yourselves by taking the
Sunday off work, and I will nearly buy you a drink.
At one stage even Scruffy was seen to almost run a check on a two-way. Well he walked about
5m up a road, and came back saying there was no trail. If fact Turbo had already ran the check
properly and discovered no markings….. Is that Scruffy Steeling the glory!!!!!!!!!!! – bloody
POM
The trail continued and there were several 360’s as those roads around Ashgrove in some cases
had 5 road intersecting to a park. Scruffy again making huge noises (And little running) about
taking the check. This time it was Royal Screw who had done all the hard yards. The trail
continued through some of the now familiar Mount Coot-tha bush lands and across a large pipe,
which the bold and the brave negotiated and all the girls took the bridge a bit further along.
On one cheeky little loop on a dual carriage way, Bugs ran up one side and Royal Screw ran up
the other, and they came together at the top. We heard a shout as one of the last runners observed
the arrow going the other way – Royal-Screw and about three other hashmen had ran straight
over the well-marked and illuminated Arrows……..

We went back down the road and formed at the last regroup. We had lost about 60% of the pack
including the monk who was obviously distressed with all these arrows, well-marked FT’s and
CB’s.
The track had one crafty loop and then it was onto to Waterworks road and on home. Or so we
thought. Those in front ran straight on back to the on-on, but a few of us hardy runners
completed the full trail and di the extra loop around the back of some shops, and then back on to
waterworks and a nice run uphill back to the Gap tavern thanks to Radar who pointed the way.
The On-on was short. As Sperm Whale was back, we had a stirring rendition of the hash
Anthem. We had a happy birthday for Chard-arse and we had a mile stone.

The monk then

took over and was still suffering shock from all the exposure to a well-marked trail, he forgot all
the charges and only had the presence to ice two hashman….. Terrible. However Scruffy got
SOTW, and well deserved, he was still trying to convince me that he had ran 22 extra checks out
on the run…. Yeah right scruffy we believe you…….
It was into the Tavern were Chard-arse had put $70 behind the bar for free piss. Well the
Walking dead were first to the bar, and those jugs lasted about.00034 of a second. However the
Pies were good and company enjoyable – overall a good night out.
Milestone – Turbo 750 runs
Run: 8/10 - well marked, well set out with a good mix of bush, road and obstacles
On-On: 7/10
Food: 8/10
Shit of the Week: – Scruffy
On On Chips

Keep scrolling for the pictures

Sperm Whale makes a triumphant return

Happy Birthday Max!!

Turbos gets 750 runs

Scruffy meanwhile gets Shit of the week - again

